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Abstract
We present a text mining system for protein-protein
interaction extraction. We first label documents as
relevant/irrelevant to a given topic with metadata
keyword vectors, and then extract protein names based
on HMM tagging. Lastly, interactions between protein
names are recognized with simple parse rules and a
confidence measure. The experimental results show
that the proposed method achieves a very promising
result, 83.87% F-score for protein-protein interaction
extraction from biomedical documents without deep
level parsing.

1. Introduction
A huge amount of publications have been pouring
out with the rapid growth of biological research. Thus,
the efficient access to this increasing information and
the newest knowledge discovery through data mining
has become important issues in this area.
We suggest a total biological mining system which
consists of three components: document retrieval,
named entity recognition, and relation extraction
between named entities. We first classify documents
by using metadata keywords, rather than full text
keywords, and then identify protein names appearing
in the relevant documents using HMM(Hidden Markov
Model) tagging. For the relation extraction,
discriminating event verbs are first retrieved through
the P-score estimation and then relation pattern triples
are extracted on the basis of a confidence measure
from the candidate sentences including the event verbs
and protein entities.
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2. Document classification
For the document classification, we extract
keywords from the metadata of a document instead of
the entire document. There have been some works on
metadata keyword-based document classification.
In this work, we consider the four kinds of metadata
forms: ‘title’, ‘author’, ‘abstract’, and ‘reference’. We
first compare a classification performance according to
such meta-textual source combinations by alternating
machine learning algorithms. We apply three machine
learning algorithms: Naïve Bayes [1], SVM(Support
Vector Machine) [7], and TF(Term Frequency)IDF(Inverse Document Frequency) [8]. In addition, we
investigate the classification performance by full text
keywords, for a comparison.
Here, we focus on the problem of retrieving
documents related to ‘apoptosis’. The topic is very
important as ‘apoptosis’ is a process of deliberate life
relinquishment by a cell in a multicellular organism. In
addition to its importance as a biological phenomenon,
its defective apoptotic processes have been implicated
in an extensive variety of diseases. We first collected
documents through the MEDLINE database and
Google search results with the query ‘apoptosis’. For
the classification learning, domain experts manually
classified categories of the documents as ‘related’ and
‘not related’. In this section, we describe the document
classification by metadata.

2.1. Preprocessing and metadata extraction
If a document is in XML or HTML format, we can
easily extract the metadata from its tag structure.
However, because most electronic documents are
available in Postscript or PDF formats, it is difficult to
directly extract metadata from them. Thus, we convert
all files into HTML and unstructured text formats.

As mentioned earlier, we use the ‘title’, ‘author’,
‘abstract’, and ‘reference’ information of a document
as its metadata. The title, author, and abstract metadata of
a document are used to construct a normal word vector
whereas its reference information is for a reference vector.
In general, title information is easily extracted with
the font tags of HTML/XML documents. That is, title
phrases are usually enclosed by angle brackets for bold
or large font tags at the beginning of a document. Since
titles of HTML/XML documents are usually written in
bold face, those can be easily identified by a regular
expression such as ‘<B> ~ </B>’.
On the other hand, we take into consideration other
characteristics besides font tags in the case of author
information. In fact, many documents are written by
more than one author. Such documents will contain a
couple of lines for author descriptions which are
represented with several commas and periods.
Typically, author names start with capital letters and
are joined by commas, and ‘and’. Thus, we regard a
sentence as an author description if it contains words
starting with capital letters, commas or periods occur
more than two times. When the author description lines
are extracted, each author is separated.
As other metadata, we retrieve abstract and
reference information by using explicit word keywords.
For the abstract extraction, the keywords such as
‘abstract’ or ‘summary’ and their variants are used.
‘Reference’ and its variants are used for the reference
extraction. For example, ‘REFERENCES’, ‘Reference’,
‘References’ can be the lexical variants. First of all, we
find where a reference paragraph starts and ends, and
then separate each reference by numbers, as references
are often listed by numbers.
In this paper, we assume that keywords on metadata
can improve classification accuracy.

2.3. Document classification
We first construct different keyword vectors by
combining four kinds of metadata. As a result, keyword
vectors generated from all metadata: ‘title’, ‘abstract’, and
‘author’ showed a good performance for document
classification. Also, the Naïve Bayes [1] outperforms other
classifying methods. The Naïve Bayes classifier assigns
each document di to the category cj with the highest
probability and the probability can be calculated as follows:
(1)
In our work, we categorize documents as two groups:
‘relevant’ or ‘irrelevant’ to the topic, ‘apaptosis’. We
modify equation (1) with the word (keyword) vector, wi
and reference vector, ri. The term wki denotes the kth
element of a word vector of a document di and rki denotes
the kth element of a reference vector of a document di. rcj
refers to a representative reference vector composed of
entire documents which belong to the category cj.
(2)

3. Named entity recognition
Like other biomedical terminologies, protein names
have many lexical variants such as abbreviations,
acronyms, nicknames, official or formal names, or full
names. It is very common that protein names have many
variants in capitalizations, punctuations, and special
characters.
In this manuscript, for SPN1 extraction, the HMM
POS(parts-of-speech) tagging are used. On the
contrary, we adopt a probabilistic model for MPN
extraction.

2.2. Vector representation

3.1. SPN extraction

We adopt the vector space model and the Naïve
Bayes classifier. In the vector space model, documents
are represented as vectors of index terms(keywords).
However, we use the set of terms as all unique words
occurring in the metadata of a document, rather than
full text. Thus, a vector for a document is constructed
from its metadata. In addition, we consider a reference
vector to represent a document as well as the word
vector. We assume that the documents with similar
references are related. The reference vector is used to
evaluate similarities among documents and it is finally
integrated into the Naïve Bayes classifier. The
similarity between two reference vectors is measured
by a cosine similarity.

In order to identify SPNs, we perform POS tagging
for a given text with the Brill’s tagger [2]. The tagger
is trained on the GENIA corpus [9] and the HMM
tagging with Viterbi algorithm is performed to extract
SPNs. In particular, we consider a further POS tag of
GENE for SPNs when tagging documents. For this, we
first construct a lexicon from GenBank 2 database
words. The words can be tagged as ‘GENE’. In
general, the naming conventions of proteins are
irregular and ambiguous, even though there are some
rules for the naming [6]. Furthermore, they contain a
lot of special characters such as hyphens, slashes,
parentheses, Roman letters, and Greek and Arabic
1
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numbers. The names can include ‘and’, ‘or’, or ‘of’,
too. Thus, we cannot identify variants of SPNS only
with the lexicon.
In order to handle various spelling forms, we
attempt a postprocessing after the HMM tagging. We
first normalize words by character substitutions. A
special character is substituted with a metacharacter
‘#’, a digit with ‘&’, an alphabet with ‘C’ and a Roman
letter with ‘?’, respectively. Such normalization allows
partial matches to protein names.

3.2. MPN extraction
In general, protein names are composed of several
words and an SPN can be expanded to an MPN with
neighboring words. However, an MPN may not
include an SPN annotated as ‘GENE’ such as ‘tumor
necrosis factor’. In order to find out MPNs, we
enhance the probability model used in TagGeN [6].
First, if a word is a SEED word, then the word is
bidirectionally expanded. For this, we collect 80 SEED
words which frequently appear in MPNs. We
determine the range of a MPN on the basis of the
following probability.
P (Wnext | Wcurrent , M current = 1)

(3)

where Wi represents the features of the word at the
position i, Wnext can be the left and the right words of Wi,
and Mi is a binary feature which indicates whether the
word at position i belongs to MPN. Initially, the seed
words have the value of 1. For a given SEED word, the
system bidirectionally expands its neighboring words.
Table 1. Examples of Wi’s
used in probabilistic models
Left Direction
Set
Example
NN(Noun Class)
Single-chain/NN fv/GENE
JJ(Adjective Class) Human/JJ GM-CSF/GENE gene/NN
CD(Number Class)
3/CD alpha/NN HSD/GENE
GENE(Gene Class) Huma/JJ GN-CSF/GENE gene/NN
…ase
Phospholipase
Roman, Greek
Type II IL-1R
Character
Word Set (i.e. protein,
protein tyrosine kinase
gene, factor, etc.)
Right Direction
Set
Example
reporter
beta-globin reporter
product
start-1 gene product
single character
c-erb A
Numerals
IFN-stimulated gene factor 3
…ed
C5a induced kappa-B
Proximal c-jun TRE-like promoter
…like
element
…ing
IRF-1 GAS-binding complex

Some feature examples of Wi are illustrated in Table 1.
We distinguish the features for left expansion and the
features for right expansion. In general, the left side words
of an MPN have various word classes than the right side
words and the right words of an MPN contain digits or
adjective affixes such as ‘-ed’, ‘-like’, or ‘-ing’.
With the conditional probability of equation (3), we
can compute the transition probability from Wi to the
next word. We elaborate the method used in TagGeN
[6] for the bidirectional expansion of seed words. For
the probabilistic model for MPNs, we randomly
selected 600 documents from GENIA corpus and
MPNs of the documents are manually tagged by
domain experts.

4. Interaction extraction
In this paper, an interaction(relation) between
identified proteins is represented with a triple like
‘Protein(A)-Type(interaction)-Protein(B)’ and the relation
pattern is extracted by discriminating verbs and a
confidence value. We first extract the discriminating
verbs with the P-score and then extract the associated
protein-protein interactions by a confidence score.
Our relation extraction method is based on the cooccurrence approach. In the simple co-occurrence based
work, two entities are assumed to have a relationship if
they are only mentioned together without being
necessarily related in a specific way. That is, the
relationship implies that two entities repeatedly occur
together or by the presence of some linguistic expressions.
However, relations between entities are less predictable
by pure co-occurrences of terms in sentences. Thus, we
use a specificity measure with a confidence score to
ensure that the extracted relations are not too general.

4.1. Discriminating verb extraction
A discriminating verb is extracted as follows:
1. Pre-processing
We analyze documents by POS tagging and
stemming. The verb POS of Brill’s tagger tags
verbs are VB(base form), VBN(past participle), and
VBZ(3rd person singular present). Suffixes are
removed using the Porter stemmer.
2. P- Score estimation
We design a Bayesian probabilistic model to estimate
a P-score of each verb, and then determine the set of
discriminating verbs based on the P-scores. This
method was proposed to extract a set of words for
document classification by Marcotte et al. [4]. We
apply this method for extracting a set of
discriminating verbs. The P-score exhibits how well a
verb describes an interaction between proteins. To

compute the P-score, training interaction patterns are
required and the score is calculated as follows:
( Nf ) n
(4)
P (n | N , f ) ≈ e − Nf
n!
where n means how many times a verb is used as a
protein interaction, N is the total number of words in a
document, and f is the total occurrences of each verb.
The Poisson distribution can be an alternative for the
probability P(n | N, f ) if N is big enough and f is fairly
small.
3. Discriminating verb selection
We calculate the P-score with respect to every verb,
and then choose a set of arbitrary number of words
with the highest P-scores. We fix the set as 80
words. For example, ‘inhibit’, or ‘indicate’ are
retrieved as discriminating verbs. Table 2 shows
examples of the discriminating verbs. For a
computational convenience, the logarithm of (4) is
used. That is, a verb with a low P-score is selected
as a discriminating word.
Table 2. Discriminating word example
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Word
inhibit
indicate
regulate
require
result
report
detect

P-Score
-2064531
-1906823
-1849474
-1691767
-1462374
-946242
-88894

4.2. Protein mutual effect extraction
Based on the discriminating verbs, we extract
interactions between proteins. For this, we first retrieve
candidate sentences which contain at least two protein
names and one discriminating verb. However, due to
ambiguities of natural language, it is difficult to
recognize the internal structure of a sentence well.
Thus, we use simple pattern matching rules to avoid
the ambiguity of natural language structures. The steps
of extracting protein-protein interaction are as follows:
1. Complex sentence processing
To avoid the difficulties of parsing of sentences, we
used Ono’s pattern matching rules. Ono et al. [9]
and Stapley et al. [3] extracted interaction patterns
based on simple syntactic rules. The sentences are
parsed using the part-of-speech rules in Table 3 that
convert a complex sentence into a simple sentence
and handle negative sentences.
2. Interaction Extraction
If there is a pattern like “ProteinA-TYPE
(discriminating verb)-ProteinB” in a sentence, we

calculate Confidence of the pattern and then add the
sentence into the event (protein, interaction) set.
Table 3. Interaction pattern extraction rules
regular expression
Pattern
ProteinA[(,CCDT|(,IN)| : | ; ]ProteinB
ProteinA, ProteinB
ProteinA VB ProteinB
ProteinA VB1 ProteinB VB2 CC
ProteinC
ProteinA VB ProteinC
ProteinA * not VB1 * ProteinB
ProteinA not VB ProteinB
ProteinA * but not ProteinB
ProteinA not VB ProteinB

The Confidence is calculated as follows:
1
Confidende = s( p ) +
(5)
sd
where s(p) is a binary function which represents whether
a pattern p is included in a sentence or not, and sd is the
sum of distances between each protein and a
discriminating verb in the sentence. The distance is a
number of words which are from a verb to a protein. In
the case of ‘IL-10 inhibits IFN-gamma-induced ICAM-1
expression in monocytes.’, ‘IL-10’ and ‘inhibit’ have a
distance of 2 and ‘inhibit’ and ‘IFNgamma-induced
ICAM-1 expression’ have a distance of 1.

5. Experiments
5.1. Document classification
We collected 470 documents with the query
‘apoptosis’ from the MEDLINE database and Google
search results. Among them, 223 papers were classified
as relevant documents and 247 papers were classified
as irrelevant documents by human experts. For
metadata extraction, we converted the documents into
two types of formats - HTML and unstructured text.
We finally used 458 well-converted documents in our
experiment. The performance of the document
classification was evaluated by accuracy, precision,
recall, and F-measure based on a confusion matrix.
We investigated the classification performances
with respect to the following metadata combinations:
‘title’, ‘title, author’, ‘title, author, abstract’, and
‘abstract’. We applied three machine learning
algorithms: Naïve Bayes, SVM(Support Vector
Machine), and TFIDF(Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency). For this, a 10-fold cross
validation and the RAINBOW 3 Toolkit of McCallum
were used. RAINBOW is a program that supports
statistical text classification. For a comparison, the
classification using full text keywords was carried out.
As shown in Table 4, the Naïve Bayes classifiers
based on keywords, ‘title, author, abstract’ showed the
best classification performance. In the TFIDF
3
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similarity value. The result is not good as much as
metadata representation, as shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Comparison of performance
using full text and metadata

Title
m
e
t
a
d
a
t
a

Title,
Author
Title,
Author,
Abstract

Abstract

All words

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

Naïve
Bayes
70.4
70.2
73.3
71.7
75.6
73.1
82.6
77.6
86.7
90.5
82.6
86.4
84.8
83.3
87.0
85.1
84.3
87.4
81.8
84.5

TFIDF

SVM

67.8
60.3
90.5
72.4
73.8
69.5
82.7
75.5
80.4
71.2
85.5
77.7
79.4
83.3
90.9
87.0
76.2
92.3
57.1
70.6

64.9
65.9
63.1
64.5
63.3
61.5
76.2
68.1
70.4
69.3
81.8
75.0
71.7
70.8
73.9
72.3
70.2
68.1
76.2
71.9

Table 5. Results of classification using reference
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

Percentage
74.7
71.9
78.2
74.9

Table 6. Comparison result
Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
title, author, abstract
86.7
90.5 82.6
86.4
similarity of reference
74.7
71.9 78.2
74.9
combining classification 89.4
87.9 90.9
89.4

classification, ‘abstract’ metadata showed the highest
F-measure. In conclusion, there is no significant
difference among the learning algorithms, but the
vector representation considering all metadata, ‘title’,
‘author’, and ‘abstract’ performed well. Furthermore,
the vector representation using metadata outperformed
the full text keyword vector representation.
5.1.1. Classification using reference
We constructed a representative reference vectors
according to each category. As a result, more than 10,000
reference vectors were collected for each category. In this
paper, the reference collections were separated into two
categories, ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’ and then a
representative reference vector was constructed with
respect to each category. For a given document, two
representative reference vectors were compared with its
reference vector. We choose the category with the higher

5.1.2. Combined classification
So far, we obtained the best classification performance
with Naïve Bayes over the metadata vectors of ‘title,
author, abstract’. We combined the method with cosine
similarities between reference vectors like equation (2).
Table 6 shows the result of the combined method. As a
result, the combined method improved the classification
performance about 3% (F-measure) compared with the
Naïve Bayes with ‘title, author, abstract’.

5.2. Protein name recognition
The test data used for the experiments consisted of
600 papers from the GENIA Corpus. We compared our
method with ABGene [6] and TagGeN [5] which are
both based on Brill’s tagger.
5.2.1. SPN extraction
Table 7 exhibits performances of SPN extraction as
changing data size from 100 to 600 by 100 documents.
Due to the substring matching method, our system
showed a lower accuracy than ABGene, while it
achieved a higher F-measure. In addition, our system
was significantly faster than others due to protein name
hashing and a simplified tagging process.
5.2.2. MPN extraction
In the case of MPN extraction, we evaluated the
results, separating exact match and partial match. As
shown in Table 8, our approach outperformed TagGeN
in MPN extraction.

5.3. Protein interaction extraction
We used 80 discriminating verbs with a high P-score.
For this experiment, we selected 100 test sentences
including 14 negative, 8 complex sentences. From the
sentences, we obtained 139 protein interactions and
83.87% of F-measure as presented in Table 9.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we suggested a total text mining
system for protein-protein interaction extraction. We
constructed keyword vectors by using the metadata of
each document, and classified documents with the
Naïve Bayes classifier. In addition, we combined the
classifier with the reference similarity measure. For the
SPN extraction, the HMM POS tagging were used and

Table 7. Performance of SPN extraction
Dataset

100

200

Our system
ABGene
TagGeN

83.28
87.40
80.17

85.17
87.12
82.24

Our system
ABGene
TagGeN

88.78
63.74
74.02

90.26
69.02
78.72

Our system
ABGene
TagGeN

2.81
19.01
5913

3.50
39.28
11925

System

300

Accuracy
84.97
85.10
87.13
87.19
83.51
84.09
F-measure
90.32
90.66
62.86
66.79
80.83
80.48
Processing time
4.23
4.85
56.12
74.31
18777
24970

Table 8. Performance of MPN extraction
Our system
TagGeN
Our system
TagGeN

Recall (%) Precision (%)
Exact Match
84.25
86.65
80.23
87.81
Partial Match
91.56
91.35
86.51
91.15

400

F-measure (%)

500

600

Average

85.58
86.12
84.50

85.88
87.10
84.91

85.00(%)
87.01(%)
83.24(%)

90.88
70.74
81.56

90.80
71.83
81.90

90.28(%)
67.56(%)
79.56(%)

5.46
94.11
30979

6.23(s)
113.00(s)
36324(s)

Table 9. Performance of interaction extraction
Precision (%)
76.58

Recall (%)
92.70

F-measure (%)
83.87

84.84
83.84
91.84
88.77

a probabilistic model were used for the MPN
extraction. Finally, we extracted protein-protein
interactions based on discriminating verbs and
confidence values of patterns. Experimental results
showed that the proposed method achieved an Fmeasure of 83.87% for protein-protein interaction
extraction. The main contribution of our work is the
development of a total data mining system, from
document classification to relation extraction.
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